Focus and Execute
in Uncertainty
1 Day Live-Online

CHALLENGE
Executing on your strategy is never more important than in times of uncertainty, and yet
uncertainty makes execution much more difficult. And as urgencies pile up and pull on your focus
and concern and uncertainty grow, seeing your most critical strategies collapse is far more likely and
nearly unavoidable. It’s now more important than ever to bring focus to your organisation during
these unpredictable times. How you execute on your strategy NOW is vital to predicting your results
in unpredictable times.

SOLUTION
Effective leadership means knowing how to get work done with and through other people. Based on
the best-selling book The 4 Disciplines of Execution, this one-day live-online session helps you learn
and implement a proven process for executing your team’s important goals.
THE 4 DISCIPLINES OF EXECUTION®
The 4 Disciplines of Execution are designed to create a winnable game. They give you the power to
execute your most important goals in the face of competing priorities and distractions, your
whirlwind.
Program Outline
Introduction

Understand the top 5 execution traps that paralyse teams in
times of crises.

Discipline 1:

Learn to focus your team’s energies on the Wildly Important
Goals® or WIGs® and help your team do more on less.

Focus on the Wildly Important.
Discipline 2:
Act on the Lead Measures.
Discipline 3:
Keep a Compelling Scoreboard.
Discipline 4:
Create a Cadence of
Accountability.

Learn to identify and measure the activities that are most likely
to predict achievement of the goal and prioritize them day-today.
Help your team keep score of both the lead and lag measures
to track progress on WIG achievement and progress.
Teams that execute meet every week to report on
commitments, track the scoreboard, and make new
commitments to achieve the goal.

For more information, please contact Franklin Covey Singapore at (65) 6819 9400 or email to
info@franklincovey.com.sg.
Time: 9am to 3pm (There will be 3 sessions in a day and each session is about 90minutes)
Program Fee: S$550.00 per pax (*Prevailing 7% GST applies)

If you are interested, you may click on https://snef.org.sg/digitallearning/ to register!
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